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Abstract.

The upper ocean current and temperature fields in the western Weddell

Seaweremeasuredfrom the drifting packice at Ice StationWeddellI (ISW) and
nearby sitesusing a vertical profiler and an array of mooredsensorsin January-June
1992. These data document the structure and variability of the internal gravity
wave field and tidal currents in this remote region. The variance of the internal wave

continuum(f < frequency< N) at ISW was0.2-0.6 of the Garrett-Munk (GM)
universal level for the first 60 days, increasingto near GM levels during the final
10 days of the deployment. In contrast, the energy density at site C, 50 km west of
ISW and farther up the continental slope, was always near GM levels. Variations
may be due to a combination of spatial and temporal gradients of the internal
wave field. At ISW, coherencebetween vertically separated sensorswas used to
estimate vertical wave number bandwidth. Energy and bandwidth estimates are
compared with previous studies in both ice-coveredand temperate oceans. Using
our measurementsof the internal wave field and existing parameterizations of
mixing, we estimate the vertical heat flux from the Warm Deep Water toward the
surface. At ISW the upward heat flux due to mixing associatedwith the internal

waveswasabout1 W m-2, muchlessthan the 20 W m-2 averageflux required
to balance the heat budget for the Weddell Gyre. Tidal currents contributed
significantly to the total measuredhorizontal velocity variance. The tides were
primarily barotropic and increasedtoward the west in both the semidiurnal and
diurnal frequencybands. It is suggestedthat the strongertidal currents to the west,
over the shallower water of the upper continental slope, are indirectly responsible
for the higher internal wave energy at site C relative to ISW.
1. Introduction

Internal gravity waves are a natural mode of oscillation in a stratified fluid. Early theoretical formulations

transport momentumand energy,leavingin their wake
a new equilibrium state.
It is useful for this discussion to divide internal waves

werederivedby Stokes[1847]for a two-layerfluid and into three componentsaccordingto frequency:nearinertial waves, baroclinic tides, and an internal wave
Rayleigh[1888]for continuous
stratification.Published
observationsof geophysicalinternal wavesfollowedsoon "continuum". Near-inertial wavesare stronglyinfluenced by the rotation of the Earth and oscillate at a fre-

afterthe turn of the century(seeMunk [1981]for a more
completehistoricalperspective).The mere presenceof quencynear the local inertial frequencyf. Thesewaves
are often generatedby wind forcing. The diurnal and
internal waves indicates that the ocean is not in comsemidiurnal
tidal frequencybands may contain both
plete equilibrium. As with any wave motion, internal
barotropic
and
internal waves. While the barotropic
waves are radiated in responseto time-dependent forctide
is
generated
directly by astronomicalforcing,ining that perturbs the local equilibrium state. Waves
ternal tides are internal wavesthat are generatedby
the interactionof the barotropictide with topography.
Copyright 1997 by the American Geophysical Union.
The internalwave "continuum"refersto the relatively
smoothspectrumof wavesbetweenf and N, the frePaper number 96JC03013.
0148-0227/ 97/ 963C-03013509.00
quencyband for freely propagatingwaves.
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The climatology of each of these three components
is different. Near-inertial waves vary considerablyin
time and spaceand, in the upper ocean, are often associated with specificstorm-forcingevents. The internal
tide is found throughout the world ocean and usually
containsa significantfraction of the total internal wave

energy.Unlike the regularityof the barotropictide, the
amplitude and phaseof the internal tide are variablein
time: no universal model exists for their prediction. In
contrast to the other components,the backgroundcontinuum has been found to be relatively steady in time

and homogeneous
in space.This remarkablerealization

wasfirst discussed
by Garrett and Munk [1972].Internal waves are as "common as waves at the sea surface-

perhapseven more so, for no one has ever reportedan

interiorcalm" [Munk,1981,p. 264]. The constancy
of
the wave field has made identification

of sources and

sinks of internal waves difficult. Waves are apparently

generatedfrom many locationsand then fill the ocean
by propagatinghorizontallyand vertically beforebeing dissipated.The observedhorizontalisotropyof the
wave field providesevidencethat the wavesexist for
enoughtime to producea fairly randomsea, making
identification of the start and end of wave packets dif-

ficult. Also, tracking individual wave packetsis further complicatedby the possiblenonlinearinteraction
amongwaves. Eventually,all internal wavesare dissipated, their energy undoubtedlycontributingto mixing the ocean. In the deep oceanthis random seacan
be describedby the empirical statistical formulation

TIDES
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SEA

ocean that has seldombeen explored. In 1992 a joint

U.S./Russianice camp namedIce Station Weddell 1
(ISW) wasestablished
in this region(seeGordonet al.
[1993a]for an overviewof the project). The area is
perennially covered by thick, drifting pack ice which
has limited accessby researchers. ISW provided a
stable, slowly drifting platform which permitted the
deploymentof instrumentscapable of recordinghighfrequency time series.
We first describe the high-frequencyand tidal oscillations of the temperature and velocity fieldsin the upper ocean during the ISW drift. These observationsare
interpreted within the framework of the three components of the wave field. Spectral analysisof the continuum permits a closecomparisonwith the GM formulation and with data from previous studies. Variations of
the wave field as a function of time and spaceare described. Using the measuredinternal wave field and existing empirical relationships, we estimate the turbulent
dissipationrate and the associatedheat flux. Implications for the regional heat balance are discussed.The
current meter data are analyzed using traditional tidal
analysis,and the cross-slopevariability is discussedand
compared with a numerical tidal model.

2. Experiment

Description

Measurementswere made at ISW from late January
to early June 1992. During this time the ice station
drifted about 600 km northward from 52øW, 71.5øSto

52øW, 66øS(Figure 1). The detaileddrift track wasde-

knownas the Garrett-Munk(GM) spectrum[Garrett terminedby GlobalPositioningSystem(GPS) satellite
andMunk, 1972,1975;Munk, 1981].The GM spectrum navigation. The averagedrift speedwas 0.10 m s-1,
has been shown to be a reliable first-order description

andpeakvaluesapproached
0.35m s-1. (In thispa-

of the wave field throughout the world's oceans.
In interpreting observationsit must be realized that
other processesmay contribute to oceanic variability
at the space scalesand timescalesoften dominated by

per, time is expressed
asdayof year (DOY) 1992(UT),
whereDOY 1.0 is 0000 on January1.)
Time seriesof temperature profilesin the upper ocean
provided the primary observationsfor the detection of

internal waves and tides. Sometimes these processes internal waves at ISW. These data were obtained from
are collectively referred to as irreversiblefine structure an ice-anchoredmooring using 14 self-containedminiato be distinguished from the reversible nature of lin- ture data recorders(MDRs; Alpha OmegaComputer

ear waves[e.g., Desaubiesand Gregg,1981; Lien and Systems)[Robertson
et al., 1995]that recorded
temperM•iller, 1992]. Many differentphenomenamay actually ature every 2 min. An additional MDR at the bottom
be responsiblefor generating fine structure. Density of the mooring recordedpressureas well as temperaand velocity fine structure may be a signature of mix- ture at 4-min sampling. The measured pressureand
ing, intrusions,vortical modes,or mesoscaleprocesses. a simple analytical model of the mooring dynamicsin
Waves may then advect the fine structure, greatly ob- a uniform ice-relative flow were used to estimate the
depth of each sensoras the mooring respondedto the
scuring the interpretation of observations.
While there is much statistical similarity among the current drag. Sensorswere located at nominal depths
internal wave fields in different regions,there are some (i.e.,the depthwhenthe mooring
linewasvertical)bedifferences.Relating differencesin the wave field to dif- tween 12.5 and 290 m. The MDRs located at 130, 160,
ferences in the oceanic environment and external forc190, 220, 250, and 290 m were used in this analysis.
ing may help identify the important sourcesand sinks At shallowerdepthsthe temperaturegradientwastoo
of the waves[Wunsch,1975]. Progresstowardunder- variable to infer vertical displacement. The resolution
standing internal wave dynamics comesfrom the syn- of the MDRs was about 0.003øC in temperature and
thesis of observations made at these different locations
0.3 m in pressure. The temperature time series were
under a variety of conditions.
convertedto vertical displacementusing the local, 12This paper reports on observationsof internal waves hour averagedvertical temperature gradient estimated
and tides in the western Weddell Sea, an area of the from adjacent MDRs.
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Errors in the fit are due to data errors and ice motion

64

at frequencies
not includedin the fit. The procedureis
described
in moredetailby Muenchand Gordon[1995].
Internal waves were also observed at site C with a

Polar Oceanprofile (POP) buoy. The buoymeasured

65

ime

Segment
66

4

67

temperature and conductivityevery 12 min at nominal
depthsof 10, 40, 70, 120, 200, and 300 m with SeaCat
SBE-16 temperature-conductivityrecorders(Sea-Bird

Electronics).Data weretelemetered
throughthe Argos
systemalongwith buoy position. The SeaCatsat 40,
120, and 300 m were equippedwith pressuresensorsto
measurethe true depth of the sensorarray. A cable
model was used to estimate the actual depths of the

other recordersnominally at 10, 70, and 200 m. Frequent deflectionof the cable due to currentsor ice motion allowed each sensorpackageto sample a region of

68

3

the water column above its nominal depth. To estimate

the vertical displacementof the water, the temperature,

salinity,and densitydata were first dividedinto 2-day
groups.Nonparametriccurvefits [Steeleand Morison,
1992]producedrepresentative,
smoothprofilesfor each
variable at every 10 m of depth. The smoothdensity

69

profiles
provided
estimates
of N 2. Usingthe200-msensor,the high-frequency
deviationsfrom the 2-day averageprofileswereusedto estimatevertical-displacement

70

time seriesfor both temperature and density.
The displacementsinferred from density variation
were much noisier than those estimated from temper71

72

58

56

54

52

Longitude (øW)

ature, since density gradientswere often small relative to the temperature gradients. Consequently,we
use only the displacementsderivedfrom temperature.
When cable motion was particularly large or temperature gradientswere particularlysmall, the uncertainty
in the displacementestimatewasincreased.For the sensor at 200 m we quantify this with an error criterion,

E = d2 q-[O.01øC/(dT/dz)]
2, whered2 is thevariance

Figure 1. Drift tracks(boldlines)for Ice Station of the depth of the sensorat 200 m and dT/dz is the

Weddell1 (ISW) andremotemooring
sitesC, D, and estimatedtemperaturegradientat 200 m. The 0.01øC
E. Isobaths
(dashed
lines)arebased
onLaBrecque
and is the practical accuracyof the temperature measureGhidella
[1993]andmeasurements
madefromthemain ment. Displacementestimatesare unreliablefor relacampandhelicopterCTD transects
duringthe experi- tively large values of E.
ment. Water depthslessthan 1000m are shaded.The
The vertical structure

approximate
edgeof the continental
shelfis nearthe

of the internal wave field was

alsoinvestigated
usingtemperaturemeasurements
made
500-m isobath.
with the rapid-sampling
verticalprofiler(RSVP). About
700 profileswere obtained from the surfaceto 350-m
depth.
The main purposeof the RSVP wasto resolve
A secondmooringat ISW supportedsmart acoustic
the
scales
of temperature and velocityshearthat are recurrentmeters(SACMs;Neil Brown,Inc.) at 50- and
quired
to
infer turbulent dissipationand mixing rates:
200-m depth, whichobtainedhourlyvector-averaged

samplesfor the durationof the station[Muenchand a discussion of these results and a description of the
et al. [1995].
Gordon,1995]. Similarmoorings
werealsodeployed RSVP are givenby Robertson
The background
stratificationat ISW wasdetermined
east and west of ISW at sitesC, D, and E (Figure 1).
Absolutevelocitywas obtainedby removingthe mea- from profilesof conductivityand temperaturemade
recorder(CTD)
sured ice drift velocity from the recordedtime series. with a conductivity-temperature-depth
about
every
10
km
along
the
track
[Gordon
et al., 1993a,
The drift velocityisbasedona smoothed
fit to the GPS

position
estimates
usingthemethodof McPhee[1988]. b; Muenchand Gordon,1995]. An acousticpingeron

In thismethod,icemotionis assumed
to consist
entirely the CTD was used to determine water depth under the
of a meanplustidal andinertialcomponents;
a bestfit ice station at the time of each cast; cross-slopetopograis madeusing2-daysections
of the ice positiondata. phy wasalsomeasuredduringhelicopterCTD surveys.
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;Eb2No

0.56[m2s
-1]
(1)

We consider separately the internal wave continuum,
j,7T
near-inertial, and tidal frequencybands. At the latitude
•GM79 ---of ISW the frequenciesof the semidiurnal tide and near-- 1.39[m-ls]
inertial oscillations are very close,and it is not possible
to separate them. Nevertheless, it appears that there
was very little energy at ISW that can be attributed where we use the GM79 values of the parameters: b scale),No - 3 cph("surto near-inertial motions, as there was no evidence of 1300m (verticalstratification
face"
N),
j.
3
(number
of
equivalent
verticalmodes),
generation caused by the acceleration of the ice cover
and
E
6.3
x
10
-5
(nondimensional
energy
scale).The
during severalstorms, even at the shallowercurrent metwo
parameters,
r
and
t,
essentially
replace
the
four GM
ter depth of 50 m. Hence the semidiurnal band appears
parameters
E,
b,
No,
and
j.
without
any
loss
of gento be dominated by the tide. We argue that the oberality.
The
total
energy
of
the
wave
field
over
all freserved semidiurnal tide is primarily barotropic as the
quencies
and
wave
numbers
(J
kg
-1)
can
be
expressed
internal tide would probably show a greater difference
between tidal current ellipses at 50 and 200 m than was as Etot - r N. Therefore the levels of the frequency

andwavenumberspectra(A1), (A2), and (A7) are also
proportionalto r. In addition,$(•) dependson f, al-

observed.

though this doesnot appear to be an accurate reflection
3.1.

Continuum

3.1.1.

Theoretical

Internal

Waves

considerations.

of observations,
especiallyat lowlatitudes.Munk[1981]
To facilitate

a comparison of the continuum wave field with other
observations, a common framework is needed. The
Garrett-Munk spectrum has served as a standard for
this purpose for the past 20 years. Since it was first
published, variations and alternative formulations have
been proposed, including modifications by Garrett and
Munk themselves. To simplify and clarify the discussion, it is useful to focus on the essential features of
the G M spectrum and to extract the most fundamental quantities for comparison with other observations.

This approach permits consistentcomparisonamong
diverse spectral formulations and focuses the discussion on physically meaningful quantities. The essential
tenets of the G M spectrum are that the internal wave
field is a linear sum of random internal wavesthat obey
the dispersion relation and is stationary in time and
homogeneousin the horizontal. The wave field is also
homogeneousin the vertical after the energy is scaled

by N(z) (WKB approximation).

suggestedthat perhaps a constantvalue for f, say f at
30ø latitude, should be used instead. However, to facilitate comparisonsbetween our observationsand GM79,

we retain the f dependence
in (A1) and (A2).
The parameter t sets the wave number bandwidth

of the wave field and thereby describesthe coherence
structure: the more wave numbersthat are present at a
given frequency,the lower the coherencewill be. In order to comparemodel formulationswith different spectral shapes, it is convenient to define an "equivalent"
vertical wave number bandwidth fie as the wave number bandwidth of an equivalentrectangulardistribution
function with the same ratio of variance to squared
mean. This definition has been used previously for

comparinginternal wave observations[e.g., Milllet et
al., 1978; Katz and Briscoe,1979; Levine, 1990]. For
GM79, fie - •tN(z). Note that the verticalwavenumber bandwidth

can also be associated with a horizontal

wave number bandwidth c•e through the dispersionrelation

(c•2-f2)1/2

In constructingsucha spectral model, spectralshapes
N2(2)
in frequencyand wave number are chosenthat best represent the data. Using the spectral shapes consistent where c• is the frequency.
3.1.2. Observations
at ISW.
In this section the
with G M, the internal wave field can be described uscontinuum
internal
wave
field
observed
at ISW is deing only two independent parameters, r and t, that describe energy and wave number bandwidth, respectively scribed and compared with the GM spectrum. Obser-

[Desaubies,1976]. More parametersin more compli-

vations from site C are discussed in section 3.1.3.

cated spectral models can be constructed, but this twoTo examine the temporal variability of the internal
parameter formulation allows an informative first-order wave continuum, the variance at one depth is plotted
intercomparisonof wave fields. The specificspectralfor- as a function of time (Figure 2). Variance is shown
mulations used in this paper are given in the Appendix. for frequency bands from 0.1 to 0.8 cph for vertical
Using the GM formulation and notation given in displacement and from 0.15 to 0.35 cph for horizonMunk [1981](knownas GM79) the two parameters
be- tal velocity. The frequencyband limits have been chocome

sento avoidoscillationsnear f (m0.08cph) whichmay
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predominantly northward flow before and after this period. The variability in the drift at this time was consistent with the ice motion being forced primarily by
the wind stress, which was also highly variable during
this period.

102

3. During
segment
3 (DOY121through
143),theice
station was again over the central continental slope and
traveling northward. The seasonalpycnoclinewas now
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absent.

4. During segment4 (DOY 143 through 152), the ice
stationdrifted into slightlyshallowerwater (--2500 m)
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on the continental slope. The background stratification
was similar to segment3. A large storm from DOY 143
to 145 significantly increased the northward ice drift
speed.
A representative buoyancy frequency profile for each
segmentwas calculated by averagingthe CTD profiles
from that segment(Figure 3). The weakeningand shallowing of the seasonal pycnocline, as the ice station
drifted northward and the seasonprogressedinto winter, can be seenby followingthe peak in N. The average
profiles for segments 3 and 4 show no seasonalpycnocline. Major changesin the profiles between segments
1 and 2 and segment 3 and 4 are probably due to advection from the east, as documented by Muench and

Gordon[1995].
UsingN(z), the energyparameterr wasestimatedindependently
from horizontalvelocity (A2) and vertical
at 200m (solidcirclesfor/• • 30ra2;opencirclesfor

Figure 2. (a) Varianceof verticaldisplacement
(0.1
to 0.8 cph) at ISW at 250 m (bold line) and at site C

E > 30m2).(b) Varianceof horizontal
velocity(0.15to
0.35 cph) at ISW (solidline) and site C (dashedline)
at 200 m. (c) The along-trackspeedof ISW.
be confused

with

the semidiurnal

tide.

The

i

frequency
bandwidth
of horizontal
velocity
wassmaller
from the MDR

'

100
!

Ii /

quency(0.5 cph) for hourlydata. The verticaldisplaceis estimated

I

resolved

than vertical displacementdue to the lower Nyquist frement variance

'

at a nominal

•

depthof 250m. Theverticaltemperature
gradient
at •
thisdepthwasthemoststableforanyofthesampled•
depths and therefore permits the best estimatesof ver-

•

200
Segment

tical displacement.The horizontalvelocityvarianceis r'•
from the current

meter

at 200 m.

On the basisof the variationsin backgroundstratification and bottom topography,it is convenientto divide

i

I

300

the time seriesinto four segments(FiguresI and 3)'
1. During segment1 (DOY 80 through 99), the ice
station was located over the central continental slope in

water 2500 to 3000 m deep. A shallow(30 to 50 m),
weak seasonalpycnocline was present. Ice drift was
steadilynorthward.
2. During segment2 (DOY 101through120), the ice

I

400

0

driftvelocity
wasmore
variable
andtheseasonal
py-' Figure3.

I

,

1

I

2

,

3

N (cph)

Average vertical profilesof buoyancyfrecnocline was weaker than in segment 1. Muench and quency for each segment, calculated from CTDs taken
(•ordon[1995]identifythis segmentas a periodof pro- by Lamønt-Døherty Earth Observatory and kindly pronouncedwestwardgeostrophicflow, comparedwith the vided by A. Gordon.
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displacement(A1) as a functionof time segment(Figure 4a). For comparisonthe estimatesof r are scaledby
rGM79. The estimatesof r from horizontal velocity and

I

(a)
1.0 i

WEDDELL

vertical displacement are within a factor of 2 of each
other, demonstrating that the relationship betweenvelocity and displacement is reasonably consistent with
expectationsfrom a field of internal waves. During segment 1, r was about half the GM level; in segments2
and 3 the levels fell to a factor of 0.2 to 0.3. During
segment4 the variancesincreasedto open ocean values
as representedby the (]M79 spectrum.
The individual frequency spectra that were used to
calculate the variance in each segment are shown in
Figures 5 and 6. To examine the spectral slope of the
vertical displacement spectra, it is useful to convert to

a

Site C displacement

Site C velocity

ISW velocity
ISW displacement

(b)

verticalvelocity(w) spectraby multiplying
by•2. The

ISW displacement

w spectrum was almost white in the internal wave band
during segment 1. During later segmentsthe spectral

slopewas nearly proportionalto •+0.5, whichcorre1.0

I

I

I

I

1

2

3

4

4
_-

Segment
Figure 4. (a) Internalwaveenergyr/rGM79asa func- • 103tion of segment, estimated from variancesof vertical
displacement(0.1 to 0.8 cph) at ISW (solidsquares)
and at site C (open squares)and horizontalvelocity F: 2_
?,,10

Segment 1

I

Segment 2

I

I

(0.15 to 0.35 cph) at ISW (soliddiamonds)and siteC
(opendiamonds).(b) Bandwidtht/tGM79at ISW as a

function of segmentbasedon the vertical coherenceof
displacement.
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Figure 5. (a) Vertical velocity spectrafor each segment calculated from the vertical displacement field at
ISW at 250 m. Each successivesegmentis offset by an
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Frequency, cph
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I
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additionalfactorof 10. The (]M79 spectrum(solidline) Figure 6. Horizontal velocity spectrafor eachsegment
is plotted with the level adjusted to match the variance at ISW at 200 m displayedin anticlockwise(bold solid
of the observed spectrum in each segment; a modified curves)and clockwise(thin solid curves)components.

GM spectrum[Levineet al., 1986](dashedline) is also The GM79 spectrafor clockwise(bold dashedcurves)
plottedwherethe displacement
spectrumc• •-1.5 at and anticlockwise(thin dashedcurves)componentsare
high frequency.(b) Sameas Figure 5a usingdata from plotted with the level adjusted to match the varianceof
site C at 200 m.

the observedspectrum in each segment.
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spondsto an co-1'5dependence
in the verticaldisplace- rated sensors(A9) (Figure 7). In the GM spectrumthe
ment spectrum. There was a distinct break in slopenear

vertical coherenceis not a function of frequency. Although there is somefrequencydependencein the data,
hints at a low-frequencycutoff at f, the lower frequency valuesof t are chosento givecoherence
levels(horizontal
bound for free internal waves. The shapes of the hori- linesin Figure 7) that are in reasonableagreementwith
zontal velocity spectra during segments1, 2, and 3 are observations.The GM spectrumonly appliesto the fresimilar; the clockwiseand anticlockwisecomponentsare quency band between f and N. At the low-frequency
indistinguishable from each other in the internal wave end of the internal wave band near f, the coherenceis
band (Figure 6). From theory,the ratio of the clock- undoubtedlyinfluencedby the semidiurnaltide (section
wise to anticlockwise componentsshould decreasefrom 3.2) and henceis not expectedto followthe GM model.
near 1 atw •Nto
0 asw-• f. However only during The high-frequencycutoff near N is clear during segsegment4 is the energy in the anticlockwisecomponent ments 3 and 4; however, the cutoff for other segments
higher than the clockwise,suggestingsignificant veloc- is less obvious. The vertical resolution of coherence is
ity fine structure during the first three segments.This relatively coarse; the minimum vertical separation of
is becausevelocity fine structure, which does not have temperature sensorsin the permanent pycnocline was
a preferred polarization, would tend to produce spectra 30 m. During segment4, when the coherencewas highwith equal rotary components. Since high frequencies est, the dependenceof the coherenceon vertical separawere not resolved in the velocity spectra, a cutoff at N
tion reasonablyfollowsthe GM form (A9). During the
cannot be seen.
other segmentsthe coherencewas significantly lower;
For comparison,the spectral shapesgiven by GM79 coherenceat separationsgreater than 30 rn was often
are alsoshown((A1) and (A2)) (Figures5 and 6). The not significant and could not be fit to the GM level.
The wave number bandwidth t was typically larger
spectral levels have been adjusted to match the observedvaluesof r as shownin Figure 4a. Model curves than tGM79, indicating that the observedwave field at
for w spectra are also shown for a modified GM spec- ISW waslesscoherentthan GM79 (Figure4b). During
trum with an w-1'5 verticaldisplacement
dependence segment4, t/tGM?9 • 2, while in the other segments,
at highfrequency((A4) and (A5)) [Levineet al., 1986]. t/tGM79• 4 to 5. However,the lackof a high-frequency
After segment 1 the slope of the modified spectrum cutoff in coherenceduring segment2 castsdoubt on usclearly fits the observations better. To avoid confu- ing a pure internal wave model to interpret these obsersion, the modified GM spectrum is not shown for hori- vations: irreversible fine structure may be important in
zontalvelocity(Figure 6) as the spectralslopeat high explaining the coherencestructure.
frequency cannot be determined from the observations
The vertical wave number spectrum is another quananyway.
tity that can be used to check the consistencyof the
The wave number bandwidth parameter t was esti- spectral representation of the internal wave field. Durmated for each segment(Figure 4b) using the coher- ing each segment,wave number spectra were estimated
ence of vertical displacement between vertically sepa- from RSVP profiles(Figure 8). Spectrawerecalculated

N (about 1 cph) for the later segments.Only segment4
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Figure 7. Coherenceof vertical displacementat ISW as a function of frequencyfor vertical

separations
of 30 rn (solidboldline), 60 rn (dottedline), and90 rn (dashedline) for eachsegment.
Values exceedingthe thin solid line are nonzeroat the 95% significancelevel. Horizontal lines

indicatingthe coherence
givenby the GM79 spectrum(A9) for t/tGM79= 4 (segments
1, 2, and
3) and t/tGM79 -- 2 (segment4) are alsoshown;horizontallinesare not shownfor separations
greater than 30 rn for segments1, 2, and 3.
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is lower than the observedspectrum by a factor of 2 to
4. This discrepancymight be due to the presenceof
irreversible temperature fine structure; it is possiblefor
the fine structure to dominate the high wave number
spectrum but not contaminate the frequencyspectrum

10

GM Spectrum
Segment 1
Segment 2 & 3

10

WEDDELL

in the internal wave band (seesection4).
3.1.3.

Segment 4

Observations

tion of the internal

fewer internal

at site C.

The characteriza-

wave field is less certain

wave observations

at site C as

were made.

The time

series of vertical displacement and horizontal velocity
variance at 200 m are plotted for the same frequency

3

bandsas the ISW data (Figure 2). The displacement
variance was generally higher at site C than at ISW,
and the variability between the two sites was not correlated. Although the velocity variance at site C could
only be estimated over the latter portion of the record,
it is somewhat correlated with the displacement vari-

102

ances.

Estimates of r for eachof the time segmentsare given
in Figure 4. In contrast to ISW the spectral levels of
displacement were near GM levels for the first three
segments;an estimate for segment 4 was not possible
due to the lack of reliable observations. The velocity
variancefor segment3 is alsowithin a factor of 2 of the

1

GM

-0

level.

The w spectra from site C for eachsegmentare shown
in Figure 5b alongwith the modeledspectra. As found
at ISW the spectra are closerto the modified G M specWavenumber, cpm
tral shape, especially during segments 2 and 3. UnFigure 8. Vertical wave number displacementspectra fortunately, coherencesand wave number spectra are
at ISW for each segment. The spectra were estimated
not available from site C, preventing a more detailed
from vertical temperature profilesusingan averagevertical temperature gradient to convert to vertical dis- comparison. Possible reasonsfor the difference in the
placement. As there is little difference among any of amplitude of the wave field between the two sites are
these spectra, no attempt has been made to label them discussed in section 4.
individually. The G M79 spectra using estimates of r
and t from each segment are also shown.
0.00

0.01

0.10

1.00

3.2.

over a 256-m depth range centeredat 250 m; larger vertical extent was not practical due to the vertical variability of the hydrography. The averagevertical temperature gradient was used to convert temperature to
vertical displacement. Overall, there is not a significant
differenceamong the four spectra: all are within a factor of 2. For comparison, predicted GM wave number

spectraare alsoplotted usingvaluesof r and t (A8) estimated from displacementand velocity spectra. The
correspondingwave number spectra for the modified
frequencyspectrum((A4) and (A5)) are not shown,as
they have the same shape with the spectrallevel increasedby a factor of 1.24 (A8). Over this range of
verticalwavenumbersthe GM79 spectrumhasa fi-2
dependenceand a spectral level that is approximately
proportionalto the product ft. The predictedGM spectra for the four segmentsare within a factor of 2 of each
other as t tends to vary inverselywith r. Specifically,in
segments1, 2, and 3, where the energylevel r is lower

Tides

Tides and related processes
can stronglyinfluencethe
hydrography,mean circulation, and water massmodifi-

cationprocesses
in ice-covered
seas[Fosteret at., 1987;
Padman et at., 1992; Padman, 1995]. In the Weddell Sea, tidal currents have been implicated in the development and maintenance of low ice concentrations
and thus more rapid ice production at the Filchher

andRonneIce Fronts[Fotdvikand Garnrnetsr•d,
1988].
The formation of Weddell Sea Deep and Bottom Water by mixing of cold and highly saline shelf water

typeswith Warm DeepWater at the shelf/slopefrontis
alsoenhancedby tide-generatedmixing [Fosteret al.,
1987]. Modelsof barotropictides in the WeddellSea

[e.g.,Gencoet al., 1994;Robertson
et al., 1996]suggest
that barotropictidal currentsover someregionsof the
shelvesand upper slope of the southwesternWeddell

Seacanexceed0.5 m s-1. Sincethisvelocitygreatly
exceedsthe mean currents of less than 0.1 m s-1 associ-

ated with the Weddell Gyre, tides alsoincreasethe benthic mixing rate and the effectivedrag felt by the mean
circulation. A separate study extending the prelimi-

than GM, the bandwidth t is higher. In segment4, r
is higher, but t is lower. Nonethelessthe GM spectrum nary modelresultsdescribed
by Robertson
et al. [1996]
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is presentlybeing conductedto better understandthe
various roles that tides play in the large-scaleoceanography of the Weddell Sea. The presentpaper concentrates only on tidal currentsmeasuredwith current meters deployedat ISW and the associatedremotecamps.
Barotropicdiurnal and semidiurnaltidal components

not exist as free waves and are probably not significant.
In contrast, the semidiurnal frequency band may include a freely propagating internal tide: with a period

are generatedat precisefrequencies
with currentsthat
are typically quite uniformvertically. Surfacedisplacements are usually less than I m in deep water, althoughlargevertical displacements
of subsurface
isopycnalsare possiblewherestrongbarotropictidal currents
flow acrosssteepbottomslopes[Padmanet al., 1992].
The diurnal frequency band may also contain an internal (baroclinic)response,
but at the latitudeof the
WeddellSea (--60ø-80øS),diurnal internal wavescan-

investigatedthe modification of the vertical structure of
M2 horizontal barotropic currents near 9c in the Barents Sea in the eastern Arctic Ocean, finding increasing
shear and a thicker benthic boundary layer there. Similar modification is expected near 9c on the southern

Table 1. Tidal Analysisof Current Meter Data for

Time Segments1 (DOY 80-100), 2 (DOY 101-120),
and 3 (DOY 121-143)for ISW and RemoteSitesC,
D, and E (seeFigure 1)
E

C

ISW

D

2.34

1.58

Minor
Inclination

1.4
106

0.98
174

Phase(G)

122

173

(0c) of 75ø2.8•. This latitude is south of the present
study area but within the WeddellSea. N•st [1994]has

Weddell

Sea shelf.

The vertical displacement of the pycnocline due to
the semidiurnalbaroclinictide in the open oceancan be
quite large, typically •10 m. Significantvertical structure in both the current and vertical displacementfields
is alsocommon. The internal tide tendsto vary in time
and therefore occupiesa broader frequencyband than
the barotropic tide. This variability is probably due to
variations in the backgroundvelocity and density fields
throughwhich the wavehaspropagated.Distinguishing
between barotropic and internal tidal componentscan
be difficult, especially from observationssuch as those
obtained during ISW from moving mooringswith poor

verticalresolution(currentmetersonly at 50- and 200m depth). However, somebasic featuresof the tidal

01 / Period i
Major

of about 12.42 hours the M2 tide has a critical latitude

1.05
-0.44
10

9

1.44
-0.34
48

12

signals can be explored with these data.
Tidal analyseswere performed on the time seriesof
currents at each drift station shownin Figure 1, using
a simultaneousleast squaresfit of the principal tidal

constituents[Foreman,1978]. Constituents
weredeterPeriod 2

Major
Minor
Inclination
Phase(G)

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

1.68
-1.2
35
114

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

01 / Period3

Major
Minor
Inclination

3.73
0.49
2.2

2.45
-0.76
4

1.64
-1.25
166

N/A
N/A
N/A

Phase(G)

257

249

52

N/A

Minor
Inclination

Phase(G)

4.14

2.99

2.08

-0.24
176

-0.71
13

-1.35
32

52

208

182

1.81
- 1.38
41

180

Period 2

Major
Minor
Inclination
Phase(O)

5.8
0.44
174

2.08
0.51
154

2.05
-1.05
154

111

85

125

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

2.6
-0.97
175
84

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Period 3

Major
Minor
Inclination
Phase(G)

4.58
0.43
166
103

2.39
-0.82
5
261

pal semidiurnal(M2 and $2) and two diurnal (O1 and
K1) constituents. The propertiesof the tidal ellipses
for these four

constituents

are shown in Table

1 for

each segment and site. Since absolute currents were
determined by removing the ice motion from the measured ice-relative velocities, errors in the estimated ice
motion

will contaminate

estimates

of absolute

current.

Although it cannotbe verifiedindependently,we believe
that

these errors are small relative

to most estimated

tidal signals[Muenchand Gordon,1995].

M2 / Period 1
Major

mined for time segments 1, 2, and 3. Each of these
segmentsis sufficientlylong to separatethe two princi-

There was little differencebetween the tidal ellipse
properties at 50 and 200 m at ISW and other siteswhen
data at both depths were available. We therefore infer
that

the baroclinic

tide was weak in both the diurnal

and semidiurnal bands. Not only were the currents at
50 and 200 m nearly the same, but peaks in vertical
displacement spectra, which would indicate baroclinic

tides,are not apparent(Figure5). The steadiness
of the
observedellipses also suggeststhat the currents were
dominated by the barotropic tide, since measurements
from other regionsindicate that tidal ellipse properties
in the presenceof energetic internal tides are typically
highly variable.
We have recently developeda high-resolutionbarotro-

pic tidal modelof the Weddelland ScotiaSeas[Robertsonet al., 1996]. This modelis forcedby boundarycon-
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sect along 67.5øS during time segment3. The model

E

C

ISW

predicts that the Kx tidal current will reach a maxi-

D

mum amplitudeof 0.05 m s-x nearthe continentalshelf
break. Larger model amplitudesare found at other lat-

itudes, notably over the submarineridge near 68.5øS
(seeFigure 1). Measuredmajor axis Kx amplitudes
are slightly higher than predictedvalues, which may
be due to actual bathymetry differingfrom valuesused
in the model. The modeled cross-slopediurnal vari-

K1 / Period i
Major
Minor
Inclination

3.38

2.49

1.68

3.18

-0.58
160

-0.68
177

-0.99
31

- 1.5
79

Phase (G)

341

343

157

79

ability is reminiscent of the structure of diurnal shelf
wavesfound from mooring measurementsin the south-

K1 / Period 2
Major
Minor
Inclination
Phase(G)

3.83
0.14
169
342

3.53
-1.49
5
199

2.18
-1.1
22
130

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

1.18
-0.94
173
297

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

ern WeddellSea by Middletonet al. [1987]and the
analyticalmodelof Saint-Gully[1976]for topographically trapped barotropicshelfwavesnext to a wide, fiat
continental

Semidiurnal(M2) currentsin the model are consistent with the observations,althoughthe measurements

K1 / Period 3
Major
Minor
Inclination
Phase(G)

2.23
0.32
13
158

1.57
-0.23
17
122

areall eastof the predictedpeakof the M2 current(0.15

m s-x) overthe outershelf,nearthe meanlocationof
the shelf/slope
front [Muenchand Gordon,1995]. As
with the Kx tidal constituent,highervaluesof up to 0.35

m s-x arefoundoverthe ridgenear68.5øS.
The peak

/Period i
Major

4.14

2.09

1.33

4.06

Minor
Inclination

0.27
140

-0.39
20

-0.83
61

0.82
114

Phase(G)

49

142

121

model currentsare substantiallyhigherthan the mean
along-slopebarotropic circulationof 0.08-0.1 ms-x at
the front. Muenchand Gordon[1995]observeda dense
plumeof extremelycoldand salinewater flowingdown
the continentalslope in the ISW region. This water
presumably originates in the southern Weddell Sea as

57

/Period 2

Major
Minor
Inclination
Phase(G)

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

shelf.

1.47
-0.77
44
59

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

15

M2

•fi

/Period 3

a)
•0

._

Major
Minor
Inclination
Phase(G)

2.09
-0.02
105
249

1.97
0.11
27
320

1.38
-0.31
59
287

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

.o.9.,

5

x

'!'

x
0

,

_'!'
I

Major and minoraxesarein cm s-1. negativeminoraxes
Inclination

is taken

,

•.2000
•4000

equations, and data from tide gaugesand the TOPEX
Modeled

I

b)

tides [Egbertet al., 1994],whichusesthe Laplacetidal
altimeter.

'

D

anticlockwise

ditionsobtainedfrom an inversemodelof globaloceanic

satellite

I

ISW

0

implies that the current ellipse rotates clockwise; otherwise
rotation
is anticlockwise.
from east.

'

EC

tidal

currents

are sensi'

tive to the bathymetry, which is poorly known in this

region[LaBrecque
and Ghidella,1993]. Furthermore,
there are no tide gaugeor altimeter data in the southern and western Weddell Sea; therefore tidal predictions are primarily extrapolated by the model physics
from the data-constrainedSouthern Ocean region to
the north. Consideringthese caveats, however, the
modeled major-axis current amplitudesare compared
with observationsin Figure 9, for an east-west tran-

-60

I

-56

'

I

-52

'

I

-48

'

I

-44

Longitude

Figure O. (a) The major-axistidal current(cm/s)
for M• (solidline) and Kx (dashedline) at latitude
67.5øSas a functionof longitude,from the tidal model
of Robertsonet al. [1996]. Observedtidal currentfor
M2 (plusses)
and Kx (circles)at ISW andremotesites
C, D, and E. (b) Water depthalongthe sametransect
as in Figure 9a.
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0.07 of the GM level [Levineet al., 1987]. On the other

FilchnerDepression
[Gordonet al., 1993b].The degree side of the Arctic Ocean in the Nansen Basin, low levels
1992].
to whichthis plumemixeswith the ambientWarm Deep near0.33 GM werealsoobserved[Plueddemann,
Near
topography,
energy
seems
to
increase
even
in
iceWater and Weddell Sea Deep Water during its passage
covered
seas.
This
was
dramatically
demonstrated
in
down the slopedeterminesthe propertiesof the resultant Weddell Sea Bottom Water. The mixing rate will

observations from the Arctic Environmental Drifting

be in part determinedby benthicstirring and shearat

Buoy(AEDB) [Plueddemann,
1992]that showedan in-

creasefrom the low energy in the Nansen Basin to GM
ing fluid. Enhancedmixingprocesses
might be caused levelswhen crossingthe Yermak Plateau. In the same
by benthictidal currents,aswellasbaroclinictidesand region during CEAREX a similar increasein energy, a
higher-frequency
internalgravitywavesthat can both factor of 0.5 to 3 times GM, was found as the ice camp
be excited by the interactionof tidal flows with the drifted from the deep water onto the centralsslopeof the

the interface between the denseplume and the overly-

plateau [Wijesekeraet al., 1993; Padman and Dillon,
1991]. This was somewhatsurprisingsincethe plateau

shelf/slopetopography.
4. Discussion
We next consider the effect of the internal

wave con-

tinuum on regional hydrographyand circulation. The
parametersthat characterizethe observedinternalwave
continuum

from ISW

and site C are summarized

in

is a fairly deep feature, reachingonly to 600 m from the
sea surface. However, the high internal wave energy
is thought to be related to the barotropic diurnal tidal
current that is amplified by interaction with the plateau

[Padmanet al., 1992]. The differencein the internal
wave field between ISW and site C during segments 1,

2, and 3 appearsto be analogousto the Arctic observations: energy levelstend to be lower than GM over
bandwidth were estimated. The observations from the
deep water, and levels are near or above GM closeto
Arctic Internal Wave Experiment(AIWEX) and the topographicfeatureswherethe barotropictide is larger.
CoordinatedEastern Arctic Experiment (CEAREX) While there appears to be a correlation between energy
were both made at high latitudes under pack ice in of the barotropic tide and that of the internal wave conthe northern hemisphere. The Internal Wave Experi- tinuum, a dynamic link has not been established.
ment(IWEX) in the AtlanticOceanandthe Mid-ocean During segment 4 the internal wave energy at ISW

Table 2 along with the sameparametersderivedfrom
other experimentswhereboth internal waveenergyand

AcousticTransmission
Experiment(MATE) in the Pa-

increased

cific Ocean were experimentsdesignedespeciallyto resolvethe internal wave field in the open ocean. The GM
formulation can also be consideredas representative of
open oceaninternal wavedata, sincethe energylevels
and bandwidthparametersweredeterminedempirically
from a synthesisof field observations.
The presenceof pack ice may alter the internalwave

with an increase in ice drift speed due to a storm. To

continuum from that observed in an ice-free ocean. It

demonstrate

to near GM
that

levels.

This

increase

coincided

the increase was due to internal

waves

and not the effects of mooring motion, the spectrum of
pressurethat directly measuresvertical mooring motion
was compared with the displacement spectrum inferred

from temperature(not shown).The pressurespectrum
was a factor of 10 to 100 lower than the displacement
spectrum; that is, even though the vertical motion of

has beensuggested
that the wavefield belowthe pack the mooring increasedduring the storm, it was significe is lower than the GM level because of a reduction

in sources
of internalwaves[Levineet al., 1985]or an
increase
in wavedissipation
[Morisonet al., 1985].However,the identity of the wavesourcesthat are the most
important remainsuncertain. In ice-freeoceans,wind
stressis certainlyimportant in generatingnear-inertial
wavesand may directly generatea significantamount
of internalwavesin the continuumbandaswell [Rubenstein,1994]. The energypathwayfrom wind stressto

icantly less than the measured displacementsat internal wave frequencies. The correlation of increasedwave
energy with faster ice drift suggeststhat wave energy

may be input by the stressat the ice/water interface.
The mechanism by which the waves would be gener-

ated is, however,uncertain.McPheeandKantha [1989]

described a mechanism by which form drag over ice
keels could generate internal waves in the underlying
pycnocline. In the western Weddell Sea however, after
the wave field is certainly modified, if not reduced,by the decay of the seasonalpycnocline,the mixed layer is
the ice. For example,the horizontalscaleof the surface so deep that flow relative to typical ice keels resulting
stressis probablygreaterundercompactseaicethan in from rafting and deformation is not likely to be an efthe openocean. Generationmechanisms
involvingsur- ficient generator of internal waves. Several icebergsin
facewavesare not significantin an ice-covered
ocean. the vicinity of the camp may have had sufficient draft
Observationssuggestinternalwaveenergyawayfrom to interact with the permanent pycnocline. However,
significant
topography
is lowerunderpackice [Levine more study is neededto assessthe possibility that iceet al., 1985]. Continuumenergylevelsat ISW were bergs contribute significantlyto internal wave produclowerthan GM79 for mostof the experiment(segments tion in this region. It is also possiblethat the increase
1, 2, and 3). The under-ice
wavefieldin the Beaufort in internal wave energy is simply related to the drift
Sea(AIWEX) wasexceptionally
low in energy,0.03 to of the ice camp into a region of higher mean energy,
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Overall, the observations at ISW are most consistent
perhapscloserto a sourceof bottom-generatedwaves.
Other measurementswould be required to distinguish with internal waves during the high-energy segment 4.
Not only is the energy near GM79 levels at this time,
betweenlocal generationand spatial variability.
Observedvertical displacementspectra indicate that but the frequencyspectrumof w showsthe clearestcutthe spectralslopeat highfrequency(co• f) wascloser offs near both f and N. The coherencestructure also
to -1.5 during mosttime segmentsthan the -2 slopeof followsthe model dependencemore closelythan during
GM79. A slope somewhat lesssteep than -2 is a com- other segmentsand has a sharp cutoff at N. The prefmon feature observedin the open oceanas well [e.g., erence for anticlockwise current in the rotary spectrum
Levineet al., 1983;Briscoe,1975].However,thesespec- follows more closely the theoretical prediction than at
tra are far from the spectral slope of about -1.1 that other times (Figure 6).
Vertical wave number spectra of displacement somewas found in the BeaufortSea (AIWEX) and Nansen
times show a break in slope, usually near 0.1 cpm, indiBasin (AEDB).

Climatologicalvariabilityof wavenumberbandwidth
is hard to quantify becausethere are few studieswith
whichto compare.At ISW duringsegments2 and 3 the
bandwidth was significantlyhigher than typical open
oceanvalues.In segment4 the bandwidthdecreased
as
the energylevel increased.The inverserelationshipbetween energyand bandwidth,or equivalentlythe constancyof the product rt, is suggested
to hold for the
historicaldata in Table 2 (Figure 10). However,more
data are needed to establish a significant correlation.
The product rt also appearsin the expressionfor the

catinga highwavenumbercutoff[Gregg,1977]. At ISW
the temperature vertical wave number spectra have a

•-2 dependence
with no hint of a breakor cutoff(Figure 8). There was alsono significantdifferenceamong
the spectra from the time segments. The spectra are
about a factor of 2 to 4 higher than predicted by the
GM formulation using the estimated values of r and
t. Differences from the G M spectrum may be due to
the presenceof temperature fine structure. The presence of fine structure does not, however, invalidate the
interpretation of the w frequency spectrum as internal

reciprocal
Richardson
numberfunction(Ri- •) defined waves.The modeldevelopedby LevineandIrish [1981]
•/N • , wherecr•
• isthe variance showsthat when this high-wavenumber fine structure
by Munk [1981]to be cr•
of the vertical shear due to internal waves. Using the

is advected by the internal wave field, the corresponding temporal signal usually occursat frequenciesabove
N. With the magnitude of fine structure present in the
Ri -• c•rtfic
(3)
wave number spectra, it is likely that the estimated diswhere•c is the high vertical-wavenumbercutoff. It has placement frequency spectra are dominated by internal
beensuggested
[Munk,1981]that the wavefieldseeks waves in the frequency band f to N.

GM spectrum,it can be shownthat

to maintain a constant/i•i-1. If •c is constant,there
would be a tendency for rt to be constant.

The wave number spectra at ISW are consistent with

thosefoundin 1976 by Middletonand Foster[1980]in
a region just north of the northernmost extent of ISW

(65øS,51øW). Using a seriesof 25 CTD castsfrom a
100.0

10.0

_

spectrallevel was higher than GM79 (a factor of 3 or
4) and was believedto be due to fine structure caused

-

by intrusions.
One major justification for this study of internal

_

•

•

ship locked in the pack ice, vertical wave number temperature spectra were estimated over the depth range
89-345 m. These spectra also exhibited a -2 spectral
slope with no high-wave number cutoff. The observed

-

-

waves in the western

-

role in determining the upward heat flux from the Warm

Weddell

Sea was to assess their

Deep Water (WDW) toward the surfaceby turbulent
mixing. In other locations, internal waves undoubtedly
play a role in mixing the ocean;however,severalstudies
now suggestthat "typical" mixing rates are too low to
provide the necessaryfluxesthrough the permanent py-

1.0

cnocline[Gregg,1989;Ledwellet al., 1993]. Somehave
0.1

'
0.01

' ' '''"'1

' ' '''"'1

0.10

1.00
r/r

' ' ''""
10.00

GM79

•]gu•e 10. •stim•tes of i•te•] w•e e•e•gyr/rG•?9
•d b•dwidth •/•cu?9 fo• e•chtime segment
gstim•tes f•om othe• observationsgi•e• i• •b]e 2 •e
•]so show•.

suggestedthat the effective diapycnal fluxes in midocean are a result of intense, localized mixing, probably around the basin perimeters, followedby isopycnal

spreadinginto the oceaninterior [e.g., Welander,1959;
Armi, 1978; Ivey, 1987]. In the Arctic Ocean, there
is evidence that diffusivities increase by 2-3 orders of
magnitude from the deep basins to near the Yermak
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Plateau[D'AsaroandMorison,1992;Padman,1995]. HWF model, and hencewe favor the lowerestimate(1
A similar spatial variation is likely in regionssuch as W m-2) obtainedfromHWF. Thisvalueis alsoconsisthe western Weddell Sea, where benthic generationof tent with measurementsof mean upward heat flux of 1internal waves due to spatially variable tidal currents 2 W m-2 throughthe boundarylayerdirectlybeneath
may be a significantsourceof internal waveenergy.
the seaice [McPheeand Martinson,1994;Robertsonet
To better understand the link between internal waves

al., 1995],althoughit is lessthan the meanocean/ice
and turbulent mixing, Gregg[1989]exploredthe rela- heat transfer of 7 4-2 W m -2 determined from the thertionship betweenthe internal wave field and the dissi- modynamicbalanceof the sea ice [Lytle and Ackley,
pationof turbulentkineticenergy.Expressions
werede- 1996] during the same program. In either case,the
rived based on the weak-interaction theory of McComas

mean upward flux at ISW is lessthan the area-averaged

andMiiller [1981](hereafterMM) andthe stronginter- value required to explain the observed heat loss from
actionmodelof Henyeyet al. [1986](hereafterHWF): the WDW in the WeddellGyre [Fahrbachet al., 1994].
Other processesmight be involved in the loss of heat
from the WDW in this region; for example, Robertson

eHWF
= 1.67
7r
3cosh-1
2
(N)N2fr2t
(4)

eMM-- 32x/T-•
+ 1) N2
fr2t
277r
2,
where the energy and bandwidth parameters r and t
have been usedto replace the four GM parameters. This
substitution clarifies the wave field parameterization in
these models of e. Both of these expressionsdepend
upon the product rt; however, •MM is a factor 7 to 10
larger than eHWF. For typical ocean values of f and

et al. [1995]noted that an additional(but unknown)
flux

could

be associated

with

intrusions

indicative

of

mixing along isopycnalsthat slope upward to both the
east and west of ISW. We concludethat mixing due to
internal waves along the ISW drift track is not significant relative

to other

heat loss mechanisms

within

the

gyre. However, site C observationsindicate that internal wave increasesto the west of ISW, possibly associated with increased tidal energy further up the conti-

nentalslope(Figure9). Pycnoclinemixingdueto these

N, e cr N 2 in both formulations.(Note that eHWFis internal waves might therefore drive upward diapycnal
heat fluxes that could be important to the mean lossof
basedon GM79 [Munk,1981];Greggand Xunze [1991]

suggest that the shear is better represented by GM76
which increases eHWF by a factor of approximately 2

WDW heat in the gym. Strong mixing near the shelf
break would be particularly significant since it is the

[ Wijesekeraet al., 1993;Polzin et al., 1995].) Usingob- regionof the shelf/slopefront, wherethe high-salinity
shelf waters mix with WDW to form Weddell Sea Deep
servationsof r, Gregg[1989]foundgoodagreementwith

and Bottom Water, which ultimately contribute to the
production of Antarctic Bottom Water.
jesekeraet al. [1993]foundduringCEAREX that e was
If the product rt were truly constant,the implication
near eHWFin regionswhere the wave field is consistent
for
the parameterizationsof e (4) would be profound:
with the GM model and near •UU in higher-energyredissipation would be only a function of N and f, and
gions. Estimates of •UU and eHWFwere made for ISW
the HWF formulation. From estimates of r and t, Wi-

and the other

wave fields described

in Table

2. Direct

measurements of e at ISW at 250-m depth were typically limited by the instrument 's noise floor, which was

eddy diffusivity (5) would be a functionof only F and
f.

Although Figure l0 suggeststhat rt might be ap-

proximately
constant,Kd is proportional
to (rt)2 ((4)

near2 x 10-9 m2 s-a [Robertson
et al., 1995].Valuesof and (5)) and henceis relativelysensitiveto smallerrors
eHwr are less than the noise floor estimates and therefore are not inconsistent

with

the direct measurements.

Estimates of •MM are larger than the observations,especially during segment4.
The diapycnal eddy diffusivity Kd can be estimated

from e (Table 2) by assuming[Osborn,1980]:
Fe

Kd• N2,

(5)

where F is the mixing efficiency, defined as the ratio
of buoyancy flux to the dissipation rate of turbulent
kinetic energy. A canonical value of F is 0.2, although
estimatesrange from about 0.05 in the midlatitude permanent thermocline to about 0.7 near energetic tidal

in estimating r and t. It is especiallydifficult to characterize the internal wave bandwidth by a single constant parameter t, requiring many assumptions about
the form of the spectrum. It therefore remains an open
question as to whether it is reasonable to estimate e
from easily measured average properties of the internal wave field. One way to address this question is to
make more concurrent direct measurements of dissipation and the internal wave spectrum. Observations in
regionswhere the wave spectrum deviates significantly
from the Garrett-Munk description could be most enlightening. Direct numerical simulation is another tool
that might contribute to our understandingof the link
between internal waves and dissipation.

frontsin coastalwaters[GargettandMourn,1995].Using F = 0.2 and the observedvertical temperature gra-

dient,a heat flux of aboutI W m-2 is estimatedfrom 5. Summary
The internal wave
eHWr;a valuecloserto 7 W m-2 is obtainedusingeMM.

field and tidal

currents

have been

However, as discussedabove, we believe that the wave

measuredfor the first time in the perennially ice-covered

field characteristics at ISW are more consistent with the

western

Weddell

Sea. The observations

were made dur-
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ing a joint U.S./Russianexperimentfrom the drifting
Ice Station Weddell 1 (ISW) and at nearby sites C,
D, and E (Figure 1). Time seriesof temperatureand
water velocity were made from moorings attached to
the ice during a 4-month period in early 1992 as the
camp drifted 600 km northward. About 700 vertical
profilesresolvingmicroscaletemperature and velocity

oceans is the significant time variability of the wave
field. The historical data indicate that the product rt

shear were also obtained. The present analysis has focused on observations in the upper permanent pycnocline at 200- to 300-m depth.
To study the internal wave continuum, the time series at ISW and site C were divided into four segments,
definedto capture the major variations in background

was calculated

stratificationand bottom topography(Figure 3). The

low the noise floor and hence not inconsistent

remainswithin a factor of 2 of the GM79 value (Figure
10). However,more observationsare neededto determine if this relationship between r and t is robust.
On the basis of the estimates of internal wave parameters, the dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy e
from

the

models

of HWF

and MM

as

presentedby Gregg[1989](Table 2). The model predictions of e in the permanent pycnocline could not be
confirmed directly by measurement as the modeled e
was well below the instrumental noise level of 2 x 10 -9

m2 s-3. Model values•HWFwerea factorof 2 to 10 bewith the

direct measurements. While model estimates of eMM
measurementswere compared with the Garrett-Munk
spectrum, which is used as a representativedescrip- are closer to the instrumental noise level, our undertion of open-oceaninternal waves.We followDesaubies standing of the intermittency of e, combined with sim[1976]andexpressGM79 as a functionof two indepen- ilar observationsmade in the Arctic during CEAREX

dent parameters:energylevelr and wavenumberband-

[Wijesekeraet al., 1993], leadsus to believethat the

width t. At ISW and site C, estimates of r were made

HWF model is more appropriate for the present data.
for each segment(Figure 4 and Table 2) by compar- In this case, an upward heat flux of approximately 1

ing observations
with the GM79 spectrum(Figures2, W m-2 is implied,whichis significantlylessthan the
valueof about20 W m-2 that hasbeen
5, and 6). At ISW the bandwidtht wasestimatedfrom basin-averaged
vertical coherences
(Figures4 and 7); bandwidthesti- inferred from the heat budget of WDW in the Weddell
mates could not be made at site C. The internal wave
Gyre [Fahrbachet al., 1994]. From this and a related
field was found to have lower energy than GM79 by a study [Robertsonet al., 1995] we concludethat most
factor of 0.2 to 0.6 at ISW during segments1, 2, and 3 mixing of WDW must occur either to the east of ISW,
and energy near GM79 during segment4; energy near where the ice cover varies seasonally,or farther west
GM79 at site C for segmentsl, 2, and 3; and lower on the upper continentalslopeand shelf (e.g., site C),
coherence than GM79 at ISW. The bandwidth was a
where internal wave activity appearsto be higher.

factor 2 higher during segment4 and a factor of 4 to 5
higher in the other segments.
Overall, at ISW the observationswere most consistent with internal waves being the dominant sourceof
variability during the highest-energysegment4. The
energyincreasemight havebeenrelated to the increase
in the speedof the pack ice due to a storm or may indicate horizontal variability in the energy of the wave
field. Spatialgradientsof the internalwavevarianceand

The current

in both the diurnal

and semidiurnal

fre-

natesas expected(Figure6), and the coherence
structure mostcloselyfollowsthe GM?9 formulation(Figure
7). During the other segments,someof theseaspectsof

quencyband appearsto be dominatedby the barotropic
tide. The horizontal velocity decomposedinto tidal ellipsesas a function of time and spaceis nearly the same
at 50 and 200 m, as expected for a barotropic process.A
large vertical displacementsignal is often an indicator of
internal tide; however, none of the observedvertical displacementspectra have peaksat tidal frequencies.Since
the near-inertial and semidiurnal frequency bands are
very close,confusionin interpreting the sourceof the observedsignal betweentidally forcedmotion and surfaceforced near-inertial oscillations is possible. However,
near-inertial motion appears to be quite small, based
on the lack of responseto storm events even at 50-m
depth, and given that the expected anticlockwisecomponent does not dominate. A regional, high-resolution
barotropic tidal model predicts an increase in current
amplitude toward shallow water, in agreementwith the

the wave field do not fit the GM79

as well as in

observations.

segment 4.
At site C, there was also significant variability in in-

Appendix

'coherencestructure could be due to variations in the dy-

namicscausedby differencesin water depth, barotropic
tidal current, and proximity of topography. During
this segmentthe frequencycutoffsin vertical velocity
spectraat f and N are more distinct (Figure 5), the
anticlockwisecomponentof the rotary spectrumdomi-

model

ternal wave variance(Figure 2), althoughthe segment
The spectral relations that were used in analyzing
averageswere near GM levels(Figure 4). Higher spec- the internal wave field are given below. The frequency
tral levels at site C than ISW may be due to the horispectraof verticaldisplacement
(•q•) and of clockwise
zontal variation of the internal wave variance.
and counterclockwise
rotary velocity (•q_ and •q+, reThe ISW wave field is put into a broader context
spectively)consistentwith GM79 [Munk,1981]are
by comparingthe resultsfrom other experimentswhere
2f
_
both r and t wereestimated(Figurel0 and Table2). A
common

feature with observations

in other ice-covered

$•(co)
- rvrN(z) cø
3

(A1)
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(A3)

A modified
version
ofthespectra
•O[Levine
etal.,1986],
where the frequencyspectral slope is treated as a free

parameter,
is givenbelowforan co-3/2dependence
at
high frequency:
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